I
N THEIR COLUMN "Learning Machine Learning" (Dec. 2018), Ted G. Lewis and Peter J. Denning raised a crucial question about machine learning systems: "These [neural] networks are now used for critical functions such as medical diagnosis … fire-control systems. How can we trust the networks?" They answered: "We know that a network is quite reliable when its inputs come from its training set. But these critical systems will have inputs corresponding to new, often unanticipated situations. There are numerous examples where a network gives poor responses for untrained inputs."
David Lorge Parnas followed up on this discussion in his Letter to the Editor (Feb. 2019), highlighting "the trained network may fail unexpectedly when it encounters data radically different from its training set."
We wish to point out that machine learning-based systems, including commercial ones performing safety critical tasks, can fail not only under "unanticipated situations" (noted by Lewis and Denning) or "when it encounters data radically different from its training set" (noted by Parnas), but also under normal situations, even on data that is extremely similar to its training set.
In our article "Metamorphic Testing of Driverless Cars" (Mar. 2019), we tested the real-life LiDAR obstacle perception system of Baidu's Apollo self-driving software, and reported surprising findings that as few as 10 sheer random points scattered outside the driving area could cause an autonomous vehicle to fail to detect an obstacle on the roadway, with 2.7% probability-of the 1,000 tests, 27 failed (see Figure 3a in our article). The Apollo self-driving team confirmed "it might happen" because the system was "deep learning trained." Now, after a further investigation, we have found that in 24 of these 27 failed tests, the 10 random points can actually be reduced to just one single point, on which the system still fails. For the remaining three failed tests, the 10 random points can be reduced to two points on which the system still fails. Such a random point can represent a tiny particle in the air or sheer noise commonly found in real-life data from sensors. In all our studies, the original data (before adding the random points) was training data downloaded from Apollo's official website, where each data frame normally contained more than 100,000 data points (therefore, adding one or two additional points to the frame is trivial).
These findings mean the existence of just one single tiny particle in the air outside the driving area can cause the LiDAR system of a real-life deep-neuralnetwork-driven autonomous vehicle to fail to detect an obstacle on the roadway. This result reveals a much more serious problem than those pointed out by Lewis and Denning, and by Parnas, and hence provides a case against mission critical applications of machine learning techniques.
